Germplasm architecture refers to how favorable alleles for a given trait are distributed across the genome in a germplasm collection. Our objective was to assess germplasm architecture for quantitative traits among US maize (Zea mays L.) inbreds. A total of 271 inbreds were genotyped at 28,626 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) loci and phenotyped for anthesis date, plant height, starch and protein concentration, and resistance to northern corn leaf blight (NCLB, caused by Setosphaeria turcica). Chromosomal effects were calculated as the sum of the trait effects of SNP alleles carried on a specific chromosome by an inbred. The chromosomal effects were further decomposed into the mean effects of chromosomes, mean effects of inbreds, and chromosome × inbred effects. On average, none of the 10 maize chromosomes was particularly rich or poor in favorable quantitative trait locus (QTL) alleles. However, extreme values of chromosome × inbred effects often involved chromosomes 5 and 8 for anthesis date, chromosomes 1 and 5 for plant height, and chromosome 9 for protein concentration. Inbreds with one or two chromosomes deficient in favorable alleles were candidates for improvement via chromosome-substitution lines. Specific chromosomes for which each of five genetic backgrounds (B73, Mo17, Oh43, A321, and PH207) were rich or poor for unknown favorable alleles were also identified. Chromosomal effects varied widely even when prior association mapping in the same germplasm collection had failed to identify any QTL. Genomewide marker effects, particularly when partitioned into chromosomal effects, provide a simple way to dissect germplasm architecture for quantitative traits.
G
ermpl asm architecture is a term we coined to refer to how favorable alleles for a given trait are distributed across the genome in a germplasm collection. When a trait is controlled by only a few loci with large effects, donor germplasm that harbors favorable alleles for the trait can be identified from phenotypic data, and the location of such loci can be determined by linkage mapping or association mapping (Dudley, 1993; Kearsey and Farquhar, 1998; Zhu et al., 2008; Bernardo, 2008) . Traits such as grain yield and composition, however, are controlled by the joint effects of many QTL with small effects. Assessing germplasm architecture for highly polygenic traits is difficult for three reasons. First, the favorable QTL alleles are not concentrated in only a few germplasm sources. Second, the QTL are likely spread across the genome. Third, linkage mapping or association mapping tends to identify only a fraction of the QTL when the number of QTL is large (Beavis, 1994; Stich et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2008) . Assessing germplasm architecture for quantitative traits therefore requires a different approach.
Genomewide (or genomic) selection (Meuwissen et al., 2001 ) has emerged as a valuable approach for improving highly polygenic traits such as grain yield. Simulation studies (Bernardo and Yu, 2007) , crossvalidation studies (Lorenzana and Bernardo, 2009; Albrecht et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2012; Schulz-Streeck et al., 2012; Combs and Bernardo, 2013a; Massman et al., 2013a; Jacobson et al., 2014; Lian et al., 2014; Krchov et al., 2015) , and selection experiments (Massman et al., 2013b; Combs and Bernardo, 2013b; Beyene et al., 2015) in maize and in other species have confirmed that genomewide selection is effective. Genomewide marker effects, which are typically calculated by ridge regression-best linear unbiased prediction (RR-BLUP; Meuwissen et al., 2001; Endelman, 2011) , have been routinely used for genomewide selection but not for characterizing and organizing germplasm. In this study, we propose the use of genomewide marker effects not for selection but for dissecting germplasm architecture.
While individual genes are the basic units of inheritance, standard plant-breeding procedures increase the importance of individual chromosomes as packaged (but divisible) units of inheritance. In particular, recombinant inbreds or doubled haploids are routinely developed in many plant species. In maize, wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), and barley (Hordeum vulgare L.), doubled haploids are typically induced from F 1 plants (Choo et al., 1982; Inagaki et al., 1998; Seitz, 2005; Cupka, 2013) with only one meiotic event prior to the development of haploid plants whose chromosomes are subsequently doubled. Because of such limited chance for crossing over, large segments of chromosomes, or even entire chromosomes, are often passed intact from either parental inbred to the doubled-haploid progeny. Empirical results for a maize cross have shown that >75% of the doubled-haploid progeny inherited two to five intact chromosomes from either parent (Smith et al., 2008) . The frequency of intact parental chromosomes in the same cross remained high even with recombinant inbreds, with about 55% of the recombinant inbreds inheriting two to five intact chromosomes. It is therefore meaningful to partition genomewide marker effects into chromosomal effects, which are defined as the sum of the effects of marker alleles, for a given trait, carried on a specific chromosome by an inbred.
Chromosomal effects can be organized into a twoway table with the inbreds as rows and the chromosomes as columns. Analysis of variance can then be used to partition the total sum of squares among chromosomal effects into the sums of squares for mean effects of chromosomes, mean effects of inbreds, and chromosome × inbred (i.e., residual) effects. Significant variation for chromosomes would indicate that certain chromosomes are richer for favorable QTL alleles compared with other chromosomes. Large chromosome × inbred effects for a given trait may indicate an inbred with a high concentration of favorable QTL alleles on most chromosomes but not on one or two chromosomes. The latter could be targets for improvement via the development of chromosome-substitution lines (Wehrhahn and Allard, 1965) . Overall, such analyses could give valuable insights into germplasm architecture for different quantitative traits.
To our knowledge, no studies have been reported on the use of genomewide marker effects to dissect germplasm architecture. Our objectives in this study were to determine, for a historical collection of US maize inbreds (Schaefer and Bernardo, 2013a,b) , whether or not (i) mean chromosomal effects for quantitative traits differ among the 10 maize chromosomes, (ii) large chromosome × inbred effects are present, (iii) large chromosome × inbred effects are more frequent for chromosomes where QTL have been previously mapped in the same germplasm collection, (iv) certain inbreds have chromosomal effects that are near the theoretical selection limit for that chromosome, and (v) variation in chromosomal effects is associated with the genetic backgrounds of the inbreds.
Materials and Methods

Germplasm, Phenotypic Data, and Marker Data
Phenotypic and SNP marker data, subpopulation assignments of the maize inbreds, and genomewide marker effects were obtained from the Schaefer and Bernardo (2013a,b) studies. The procedures in these two previous studies are summarized herein for convenience. The 271 historical inbreds in the current study (Supplemental Table S1 ) included lines developed by the University of Minnesota and other public universities as well as privately developed inbreds with expired Plant Variety Protection certificates. Phenotyping of the inbreds for anthesis date (growing degree days from planting to when 50% of the plants were shedding pollen), plant height (distance in cm from the soil surface to the flag leaf), starch concentration (g kg −1
), and protein concentration (g kg −1 ) was done in six environments (i.e., location-year combinations) in Minnesota in 2011 and 2012 (Schaefer and Bernardo, 2013b) . Phenotyping for resistance to NCLB, caused by Setosphaeria turcica, was conducted in two environments in Minnesota in 2011 and 2012. Resistance to NCLB was expressed as the standardized area under the disease progress curve (sAUDPC).
The inbreds were genotyped at 56,110 SNP loci on the Maize SNP50 BeadChip (Illumina, Inc.). Modelbased clustering on the basis of 43,252 high-quality, polymorphic SNP loci was conducted by Schaefer and Bernardo (2013a) with STRUCTURE version 2.3.1 software (Pritchard et al., 2010) . This analysis of population structure led to membership probabilities for five subpopulations of inbreds: B73 (Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic), Mo17, Oh43, A321 (mostly Minnesota 13), and PH207 (Iodent). Prior to calculating genomewide marker effects, a set of 28,626 SNP loci with reduced multicollinearity was identified by Schaefer and Bernardo (2013b) via PLINK software (Purcell et al., 2007) . The 28,626 SNP loci were distributed as follows on the 10 maize chromosomes (in parentheses): (1) 4182, (2) 1972, (3) 3618, (4) 3343, (5) 3367, (6) 2518, (7) 2493, (8) 2682, (9) 2316, and (10) 2135. The SNP genotypes at each locus were coded as 1 for one homozygote, 0 for the heterozygote, and −1 for the other homozygote. Genomewide marker effects (for the SNP allele coded as 1) for each trait were obtained by Schaefer and Bernardo (2013b) for the 28,626 SNP loci through RR-BLUP analysis as implemented in the rrBLUP package (Endelman, 2011) in R software (R Development Core Team, 2012) .
The accuracy of genomewide selection is typically assessed from cross-validation. But in assessing germplasm architecture, the goal is not to predict the performance of future germplasm but instead to characterize the current inbreds. We therefore obtained the correlation between marker-predicted values and phenotypic values without cross-validation (i.e., RR-BLUP marker effects estimated from all 271 inbreds were used to predict the performance of each inbred). These correlations were r ≥ 0.96 for each of the five traits studied, and these correlations corresponded to coefficients of determination of r 2 ≥ 0.92. For comparison, Schaefer and Bernardo (2013b) calculated the ratio between the ANOVA sum of squares for inbreds and the total sum of squares, and the ratios between the sums of squares corresponded to coefficients of determination of R 
Analysis of Chromosomal Effects
Chromosomal effects were calculated for each trait as follows. The number of SNP loci on chromosome i was denoted by L i . Given that there were 271 inbreds, the chromosomal effects for chromosome i were obtained as X i g, where: X i was a 271 × L i incidence matrix with elements of 1, 0, or −1 for the SNP loci on chromosome i; and g was an L i × 1 vector of RR-BLUP marker effects for the SNP loci on chromosome i. The procedure was repeated for each of the 10 maize chromosomes, and the chromosomal effect for the ith chromosome and jth inbred was denoted by c ij .
Heat maps of the c ij values across chromosomes were constructed via R software. Two-way analysis of variance was conducted according to the linear model c ij = µ + a i + b j + δ ij , where: µ was the grand mean; a i was the effect of the ith chromosome; b j was the effect of the jth inbred; and δ ij was the chromosome × inbred effect for the ith chromosome and jth inbred. The residual mean squares was used to test the significance (P = 0.01) of the estimates of a i and b j , and to detect extreme values of δ ij . The δ ij values were divided by the square root of the residual mean squares to obtain z-scores. Extreme δ ij values were then defined as those with z-scores greater than or less than 2.57, the latter corresponding to the z-score for a two-tailed probability of 0.01. Such extreme δ ij values were deemed to correspond to highly significant (P = 0.01) chromosome × inbred effects. The foregoing ANOVA and the regression analyses described below were conducted in SAS 9.4 software (SAS Institute, 2013) .
For each chromosome, a theoretical selection limit will be reached if all of the favorable SNP alleles for a given trait become fixed. The theoretical selection limit for each chromosome was estimated as the sum of the absolute values of the genomewide marker effects for the SNP loci on the chromosome. We considered selection for lower values of anthesis date, plant height, protein concentration, NCLB incidence, and for higher starch concentration. Low protein concentration was considered desirable because of the negative correlation between protein concentration and grain yield in maize (Duvick and Cassman, 1999) . To reflect selection for lower values, the estimated selection limits for anthesis date, plant height, protein concentration, and NCLB incidence were multiplied by −1.
Influence of Genetic Backgrounds on Chromosomal Effects
Genetic backgrounds were considered as a quantitative variable and were expressed as the membership probabilities in the B73, Mo17, Oh43, A321, and PH207 subpopulations (Supplemental Table S1 ; Schaefer and Bernardo, 2013a) . Per-chromosome analysis was conducted to estimate the regression of c ij on membership probabilities in each genetic background. First, correction for the grand mean and mean chromosomal effect was done by subtracting the estimates of µ and a i from the c ij values. Second, per-chromosome multiple regression analysis was conducted with the corrected c ij values (for chromosome i) as the dependent variable and the membership probabilities in each of the genetic backgrounds as the five quantitative variables fitted simultaneously. The multiple regression coefficients for the genetic backgrounds were tested for significance at P = 0.05.
Results and Discussion
Chromosomal Effects
The chromosomal effects (c ij ) for each trait varied among the 10 × 271 = 2710 different chromosome-inbred combinations (Fig. 1) . The minimum and maximum c ij values indicated the chromosome-inbred combinations with the richest or poorest concentrations of favorable alleles (Table 1) . Consider plant height, for which the minimum c ij of −7.6 cm was for chromosome 1 and inbred F7. This result indicated that relative to the overall mean, the unknown QTL alleles carried by F7 on chromosome 1 decreased plant height by nearly 8 cm. In contrast, the unknown QTL alleles carried by PHBA6 on chromosome 1 increased plant height by the maximum c ij of 10.9 cm.
For most traits, the chromosome with the minimum c ij was different from the chromosome with the maximum c ij . For anthesis date, for example, the minimum c ij (−55.0) was for chromosome 8 and inbred A676, ), and resistance to northern corn leaf blight (NCLB, measured in standardized area under the disease progress curve). Lower values of anthesis date, plant height, protein concentration, and NCLB resistance and higher values of starch concentration were assumed favorable (blue).
whereas the maximum c ij (59.6) was for chromosome 5 and PHR55. For plant height, however, both the minimum and maximum c ij involved chromosome 1. As expected, the minimum and maximum c ij values involved inbreds near the tails of the distribution of the phenotypic means. Inbred F7 was the shortest inbred in the field trials and it had the minimum c ij for plant height (Table 1) . Inbred PHBA6 was the second tallest inbred in the field trials and it had the maximum c ij for plant height. The correspondence between the minimum and maximum c ij values and the phenotypic means was less pronounced for anthesis date: the minimum c ij was for the inbred ranked 26th out of 271 for anthesis date, whereas the maximum c ij was for the inbred ranked 244th.
Chromosomal Means and Predicted Selection Limits
For a given trait, differences among the chromosomal means were highly significant (P = 0.01) ( Table 2) . For anthesis date, for example, the chromosomal means were negative for chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10. These negative means indicated that the 271 inbreds had, on average, a higher concentration of alleles for early flowering on these seven chromosomes. In contrast, the positive means for anthesis date for chromosomes 3, 7, and 9 indicated that the 271 inbreds had, on average, a lower concentration of alleles for early flowering on these three chromosomes. Despite their statistical significance, the differences among the chromosomal means were small. For plant height, the difference between the highest chromosomal mean (0.95 cm) and lowest chromosomal mean (−1.11 cm) was only ~2 cm. For starch and protein concentration, the differences between the highest and lowest chromosomal means were 1.14 g kg −1 or less. These small differences among chromosomal means indicated that none of the chromosomes was particularly rich or poor in favorable alleles across the germplasm collection.
The predicted selection limits were large and unrealistic (Table 2) . For protein concentration, the perchromosome predicted selection limits indicated that obtaining the perfect combination of SNP alleles on one chromosome would decrease the protein concentration by ~8 to 18 g kg −1
. Obtaining the perfect combination of SNP alleles across all 28,626 SNP loci would, in theory, change the protein concentration by −122 g kg −1 ( Table 2 ). Given that the mean protein concentration among the 271 inbreds was 129 g kg −1
, the predicted protein concentration at the selection limit was 7 g kg −1
. Such a low protein concentration is probably unreachable: the low-protein strain in the Illinois long-term selection experiment had a protein concentration of around 40 g kg −1 from generation 60 until generation 95, after which, selection for low protein was discontinued (Dudley and Lambert, 2004) . If 40 g kg −1 of protein is a physiological limit, then the 929 kg −1 selection limit for starch concentration (Table  2) is likewise unrealistic because the total concentration of starch and protein (969 kg −1 ) would mean hardly any other components of the maize kernel. The predicted selection limits (across all 10 chromosomes) were close to zero or were negative for the three nonkernel composition traits and were therefore also unrealistic.
The unrealistic predicted selection limits may raise questions on the validity of the estimates of c ij and chromosomal means. A key difference, however, is that the estimates of c ij ( Fig. 1 ; Table 1 ) and chromosomal means (Table 2) were for existing inbreds, whereas the predicted selection limits were distant extrapolations for inbreds and SNP-allele combinations that are yet to be encountered. In other words, it is possible to have realistic c ij estimates for real inbreds and unrealistic selection limits for an imaginary inbred. The genomewide marker effects and c ij values depend on the germplasm used. We therefore speculate that a germplasm collection with improved performance for each trait could lead to more-realistic predicted selection limits.
Chromosome × Inbred Effects
Highly significant (P = 0.01) chromosome × inbred effects (δ ij ) were found for each trait (Table 3 ). Out of the 2710 possible chromosome-inbred combinations, the numbers of highly significant δ ij values were as follows: 39 for anthesis date; 31 for plant height; 23 for starch concentration; 36 for protein concentration; and 26 for NCLB resistance. The observed number of highly significant δ ij values therefore exceeded the expected number of false positives (27.1, assuming the null hypotheses was true) for anthesis date, plant height, and protein concentration but not for starch concentration and NCLB resistance.
The c ij values identified chromosome-inbred combinations that were rich or poor for unknown favorable alleles. In contrast, the δ ij values identified chromosomeinbred combinations that were unexpectedly rich or poor for unknown favorable alleles. Such unexpectedness arose from accounting for the overall mean of the chromosome and the overall mean of the inbred when calculating δ ij . Consider the following observed c ij values (from chromosome 1 to 10) for plant height for inbred LH160: 6.9, −1.3, 0.9, 1.0, 1.3, −1.1, 0.3, −1.1, −2.3, and 1.3. The c ij of 6.9 for chromosome 1 was substantially higher than the c ij values for the nine remaining chromosomes, and it led to a highly significant δ ij (Table 3) . A highly significant δ ij value would therefore usually involve an inbred with similar c ij values for most chromosomes, and a much lower or higher c ij for a few chromosomes. A high c ij may also be associated with a high δ ij . For anthesis date, the maximum c ij of 59.6 was for chromosome 5 and PHR55 (Table 1) . The following were the observed c ij values (from chromosome 1 to 10) for anthesis date in PHR55: 7.9, 1.5, 25.1, 19.1, 59.6, 7.0, 18.8, 18.3, 17.6 , and −5.2. The high c ij of 59.6 on chromosome 5 corresponded to a high δ ij of 43.6 (Table 3) . The chromosome-inbred combinations with extreme δ ij values (Table 3) can be a target for improvement via chromosome-substitution lines. A chromosome-substitution donor, however, should be identified from c ij rather than δ ij values. For protein concentration, for example, LH82 could be a target for improvement via a chromosome 9 substitution (δ ij = 3.2, Table 3 ). Inbred LH149, which had the smallest c ij (Table 1) , would be a suitable chromosome 9 donor.
Chromosome 2 was not associated with any highly significant δ ij values, and chromosome 7 was associated with only two highly significant δ ij values (Table 3) . Many of the highly significant δ ij values for anthesis date involved chromosomes 5 and 8; many of the highly significant δ ij values for plant height involved chromosomes 1 and 5; and many of the highly significant δ ij values for protein concentration involved chromosome 9. Out of the eight QTL for anthesis date previously detected among the inbreds, one was on chromosome 5 and four were on chromosome 8 (Schaefer and Bernardo, 2013b) . The association mapping results for anthesis date were therefore consistent with the δ ij values. However, association mapping in the Schaefer and Bernardo (2013b) study did not detect any significant marker-trait associations for plant height and protein concentration. These results suggested that analysis of germplasm architecture via genomewide marker effects provides information that is not revealed by association mapping.
Genetic Backgrounds and Chromosomal Effects
Genetic background × chromosome interaction was evident from the among-chromosome differences in the regression of c ij on membership probabilities in each genetic background (Fig. 2) . To illustrate, the regression coefficient for anthesis date was 46.5 for the Mo17 genetic background and chromosome 5 (Fig. 2) . This result indicated a mean increase in days to anthesis, attributed to chromosome 5, of 46.5 growing degree days when the probability of membership in the Mo17 subpopulation increased from 0 to 100%. In contrast, the regression of c ij on Mo17 membership probability was negative (−12.4) for chromosome 9 (Fig. 2) .
Maize breeders know which genetic backgrounds are generally favorable for different traits. The B73-and Mo17-type inbreds are known to be later in maturity, taller, higher in starch, and lower in protein (Troyer, 1999; Schaefer and Bernardo, 2013b) . The Oh43-and A321-type inbreds are known to be earlier in maturity, shorter, lower in starch, and higher in protein. For the five traits studied, PH207-type inbreds are intermediate to the B73-and Mo17-type inbreds and the Oh43-and A321-type inbreds (Schaefer and Bernardo, 2013b) . The Mo17-type inbreds are known to be resistant to most leaf diseases (Kraja and White, 2000) . The signs of the regression coefficients in Fig. 2 were generally consistent with breeders' perceptions of how each genetic background affects the performance for each of the five traits.
Overall, the genetic background × chromosome effects in Fig. 2 indicated specific chromosomes for which a particular genetic background was rich or poor for unknown QTL alleles. For NCLB resistance, for example, the most favorable regression coefficient was for the Mo17 genetic background on chromosome 5. The NCLB regression coefficients for the Mo17 genetic background were negative across all 10 chromosomes, except for chromosome 9, which had a nonsignificant regression coefficient. The PH207 inbreds, on the other hand, had the only significant, favorable regression coefficient (−0.05) for chromosome 9.
The known qualitative genes for NCLB resistance (Ht1, Ht2, Ht3, HtN, HtP, and rt) are not located on chromosome 5 (Neuffer et al., 1997; Ogliari et al., 2007) . Association mapping has identified a QTL for NCLB resistance on chromosome 5, but this marker−trait association disappeared when NCLB ratings were corrected for flowering date (Van Inghelandt et al., 2012) . The favorable regression coefficient for NCLB resistance for the Mo17 genetic background on chromosome 5 (Fig. 2) may therefore have been largely a result of the regression coefficient for later anthesis for the Mo17 background on the same chromosome.
For the 271 inbreds studied, the strongest phenotypic correlations were between anthesis date and plant height (0.72), starch and protein concentration (−0.81), and anthesis date and NCLB resistance (−0.57). Regression coefficients in Fig. 2 were consistent with phenotypic correlations among the traits. For the Mo17 background and for chromosome 5, the positive regression coefficient for anthesis date (later maturity) was consistent with the positive regression coefficient for plant height (taller plants). For the B73 background and for chromosome 9, the positive regression coefficient for starch concentration was consistent with the negative regression coefficient for protein concentration. On the other hand, the results also highlighted the continuing difficulty of overcoming unfavorable trait correlations when improving multiple traits. For example, while the Mo17-chromosome 5 combination was favorable for protein concentration and NCLB resistance, it was unfavorable for anthesis date and plant height.
Computational Considerations
Different procedures can be used to calculate genomewide marker effects. We used RR-BLUP because empirical studies in plants have shown that this simple procedure is accurate and robust (Lorenzana and Bernardo, 2009; Heffner et al., 2009; Asoro et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2012; Schulz-Streeck et al., 2012) . However, Bayesian models can be used if there is good reason to not assume a common variance for all of the markers (Meuwissen et al., 2001; Resende et al., 2012) . Furthermore, if a trait is known to have major genes or major QTL, the effects of such major genes or QTL can be incorporated as fixed effects in the model, with the remaining markers being used in RR-BLUP analysis (Bernardo, 2014) . Such an approach would be particularly useful in species such as wheat or soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill], for which the effects of major genes (e.g., glutenin genes that affect dough quality [Gianibelli et al., 2001] or known genes for disease resistance) is often an important component of the overall trait variation.
To keep the analysis simple, we used the same set of marker effects to calculate the chromosomal effects for each inbred. The chromosomal effects for B73, for example, were calculated from genomewide marker effects estimated from data that included B73 itself. This approach could lead to some level of overfitting particularly if the number of inbreds is small. Overfitting occurs when, because of their sheer number, genomewide markers begin to capture nongenetic effects in addition to genetic effects. As was done in this study, a simple precaution against overfitting is to compare the square of the correlation (r 2 ) between marker-predicted and observed inbred means against the coefficient of determination for inbred effects (R 2 Inbred
) from an ANOVA ), and resistance to northern corn leaf blight (NCLB, measured in standardized area under the disease progress curve) and higher values of starch concentration (g kg −1
) were assumed favorable (blue). Nonsignificant regression coefficients (P = 0.05) are not shown.
of the phenotypic data. For the traits studied herein, the high R may indicate overfitting, and the chromosomal effects may need to be calculated by crossvalidation. This means that the chromosomal effects for B73 are preferably obtained from RR-BLUP analysis that excludes B73, and the analysis is repeated for the remaining inbreds. Doing so in this study would have meant 271 separate RR-BLUP analyses, each with 28,626 SNP markers, for each of five traits. Such an approach is computationally prohibitive when the numbers of inbreds, SNP markers, and traits are large.
Conclusions
We have shown how genomewide marker effects provide a simple way to dissect germplasm architecture for quantitative traits. Chromosomal effects for each trait can be displayed in a heat map (Fig. 1) that is an extension of graphical genotypes for specific loci (Young and Tanksley, 1989) . Our analysis of 271 maize inbreds with 28,626 SNP loci revealed that, on average, none of the chromosomes was particularly rich or poor in favorable QTL alleles across the germplasm collection. However, many chromosome-inbred combinations had large chromosome × inbred effects. Inbreds identified as deficient in unknown QTL alleles were identified as candidates for improvement via chromosome-substitution lines. Genetic background × chromosome effects indicated specific chromosomes for which a particular genetic background was rich or poor for unknown QTL alleles. Analysis of germplasm architecture via genomewide marker effects provided information that was not revealed by prior association mapping. The approach we have described should be useful for studying germplasm architecture not only in other maize germplasm collections but also in other species.
Analysis of germplasm architecture via chromosomal effects naturally suggests a chromosome-substitution breeding approach. However, long-term genetic gains will likely entail the slow accumulation of favorable QTL alleles in a cultivar, including those alleles that can be accumulated only by breaking up linkage blocks instead of substituting entire chromosomes. We are investigating other methods to dissect germplasm architecture in the context of breeding approaches that seek to form new combinations of favorable alleles within a chromosome.
